FROM BULK-FED TUBES OR VIALS TO
PERFECTLY LABELED–IN MINUTES
FLEX TUBE PRO

The more automated a high-volume lab becomes, the more
productive it will be. And automating the positioning and labeling
steps for tubes and vials will increase throughput. It might even
improve staff morale.
Our new Flex Tube Pro takes the reliability of the Tube Pro PR100i printer-applicator and
adds a front-end bulk feeder to improve labeling throughput. Up to 2000 tubes or vials can be
placed in the gravity-fed hopper at a time. The system will automatically orient and position
them, print a flawless barcode label, and apply it in exactly the same location on the
tube, time after time.

FIVE MAJOR FEATURES DISTINGUISH THIS SYSTEM FROM
ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN BEFORE:
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›

It’s specifically designed to wrap labels around cylindrical objects, such as tubes and vials;
L
 abel placement is consistent and accurate;
H
 igh resolution barcode printing provides outstanding read rates;
Q
 uick changeover makes it easy to accommodate tubes of multiple lengths and diameters;
A
 nd an array of interface options makes it easy to integrate with the LIS and other
automation in the lab.
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YOUR NEEDS, OUR EXPERTISE.
Come to us with your laboratory
automation and sample identification
requirements. We will create a solution
that not only meets your needs but will
exceed your expectations.

LOOK TO US FOR ALL YOUR
CRITICAL LABELING SOLUTIONS.
We work closely with you to provide
the right labels to meet all your
requirements. And not just the right
labels, but everything for your labeling
needs. From labels to printers, and
scanners to label replication systems,
Computype offers this and everything
in between.

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
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